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In this weeks update:






Parent Governor Election
REMINDER—PE KIT
Building works—Traffic increase
Community Recovery Worker

Parent Governor Election
Our parent governor ballot runs until midday on Tuesday 11th May so please
don’t forget to vote. So far, 75 parents have voted.
You may vote for up to 2 candidates this time by clicking on the box against
the name of the person(s) for whom you wish to vote. Each parent should vote
on a separate form ie, mum and dad should vote separately in their own name.
Duplicate votes made by the same person will be discounted. The count will
take place at midday on 12th May 2021.

VOTE HERE: https://forms.gle/UffoNFNDtHFTojyE9
PE Kit
Mr Hanford is becoming increasingly frustrated by the number of children who
do not have PE kit in school. Children should have appropriate kit in school
when they are due to have a PE lesson—if you are unsure when these take
place, get in touch and we can update you. Thank you
Building works—Pasture Lane
As previously reported, over the next few months, there will be building work taking
place at Paul Hunt’s Workshop (next to the park entrance) and down at the Football
ground/Hathern Band enclosure (just beyond the school). This is likely to cause some
disruption for all users as heavy machinery, delivery lorries and increased work traffic
descend on the Lane. Therefore, I would advise that extra care is taken when coming
to/from school. As mentioned many times before, if at all possible, walk to school
when you can and consider parking further away and walking the last stretch if you
need to drive to drop off. Walking, scooting or cycling to school are the best options
for our/your children’s health and we would encourage you to do this whenever you
can.

Community Recovery Worker
for
The Public Health Department
My Name is Tracey and I am the Community Recovery Worker for the
Charnwood Area.
There are 8 of us in total who cover the localities within Leicestershire, enabling
us to identify the strengths of our citizens and the communities in which they
reside.
The aims of our role are to:

Support citizens and their communities to build resilience to the effects the
Covid-19 pandemic has had upon them.

Provide a service which is tailor made for citizens, ensuring a person
centred approach is implemented.

Provide support on a short. Medium or long term basis.

Work alongside the preventative organisations/services.

Signpost citizens to relevant services, regarding support for food,
medication collection/delivery, befriending and transport services, the
latter with regards to attendance of medical appointments.
There is no referral process for our service, contact can be made directly to
myself:
Tracey Sowerby
Community Recovery Worker
Charnwood Communities
Telephone: 0116 3053355
Mobile: 07790564859
E-Mail: Tracey.Sowerby@leics.gov.uk

